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Abstract. We describe a game semantics for local names in a functional
setting. It is based on a category of dialogue games acted upon by the
automorphism group of the natural numbers; this allows properties of
names such as freshness and locality to be characterized semantically.
We describe a model of the nu-calculus in this category, and extend it
with named references (without bad variables) using names as pointers
to a store. After refining the semantics via a notion of garbage collection,
we prove that the compact elements are definable as terms, and hence
obtain a full abstraction result.

1 Introduction

Local names are a pervasive and subtle feature of programming languages and
other calculi. Not only are they used for manipulating important constructs such
as locally bound references and exceptions, name-passing is itself a very expres-
sive computational paradigm, as demonstrated by the π-calculus, for example.
Local names can also represent items of secret information which are dynami-
cally generated, passed between agents and used to access further information or
activity. They therefore have a key rôle in specifying properties of secure systems
[1,24].

Game semantics has proved successful in characterizing several features with
local names, as demonstrated by fully abstract models of functional languages
with locally bound references [2,3,4], exceptions [11] and channels [12]. However,
in one respect, these models do not accurately reflect the way these features are
implemented; in the game semantics of references (for example), names are taken
to represent storage cells, rather than pointers to storage cells. Symptomatic
of the resulting divergence between operational and denotational semantics is
the “bad variable” problem; the full abstraction results for these models are
contingent upon the presence of objects of reference type which do not behave
correctly as storage cells1. So the lack of a satisfactory approach to modelling
� Supported by EU FET-GC ‘MyThS: Models and Types for Security in Mobile Dis-

tributed Systems’ IST-2001-32617
1 In [16], McCusker has shown that observational equivalence in Idealized Algol with

(active expressions and) bad variables is conservative over observational equivalence
in the same language without bad variables. This result highlights how different Ide-
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names themselves is a significant limitation when interpreting languages without
bad variables such as ML. It would appear to be an even more serious obstacle
to giving realistic semantics of languages in which name-passing is fundamental,
such as the π-calculus. In this paper we will describe a category of games in
which local names may be interpreted independently of any imperative feature,
and use this to construct a model of storage in a language without bad variables
in which names are pointers to the store.

In Section 2 we describe a language with local names based on the nu-calculus
of Pitts and Stark [20,22]. The latter aims to capture the key features of names
in a functional setting, in the absence of associated imperative features such as
reference cells. Modelling it may thus be considered a first test for a semantics
of local names; existing categories of games, for example, do not offer a natural
interpretation of names in isolation in this way. We also extend the nu-calculus
with assignment and dereferencing of names with names — i.e. names are used
to refer to cells in which names may be stored. The resulting calculus has some of
the name-passing capacities of the π-calculus in a sequential, functional setting.
Again, this form of reference has not previously been modelled using standard
games techniques.

In Section 3, we describe the basis of our model, a category of (Hyland-Ong
style) games and strategies, acted on by the automorphism group of natural
numbers, from which we generate an equivalence corresponding to invariance
under name substitution. Names are already represented in this way in Stark’s
model of the nu-calculus in the category of continuous G-sets [22]. In the setting
of game semantics, of which a key feature is the distinction between Player
(representing a program) and Opponent (representing the environment), new
issues become evident: which participant in a dialogue introduced a given name,
and how can knowledge of it pass from one to the other?

In Section 4 we use our category of games (and constructions for interpret-
ing call-by-value function types developed by Honda and Yoshida [7]) to give a
semantics for the nu-calculus. By adding an object corresponding to the store,
and using names as pointers to it we are able to give a simple interpretation
of the extension with references, Stark’s observation [22] that “dynamically cre-
ated names really do capture the difficult part of ... references; actual value
storage is not so hard”. We refine our model using a notion of “garbage collec-
tion” which exploits the fact that we can make a distinction between globally
accessible names (which have been revealed to the environment) and local names
(which have not).

In Section 5 we prove (using game semantics techniques such as decomposition
and factorization) that all of the compact elements of our “garbage-collected”
model are definable as terms, and that contextual equivalence can therefore be
characterized semantically, and for finitary terms, decidably. This development is
reminiscent of the observation of Jeffrey and Rathke [9], that allowing names to

alized Algol is in this respect from call-by-value languages such as ML (for instance
we can distinguish between λx : var.x := 0; x := 0 and λx.x := 0 in the former, but
not the latter).
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leak to the environment through the store simplifies reasoning about contextual
equivalence.

2 λν! — A Calculus of Names and References

We will study names and named references via two functional languages with
names, the nu-calculus [20,22], and an extension with locally named references to
local names. The nu-calculus may be described as a simply-typed λ-calculus with
two ground types o (booleans) and ν (names), extended with various constants:
the truth values tt, ff : o, a conditional If : o → T → T → T for each type T ,
an equality test on names eq : ν → ν → o and a new-name generator new : ν.
The λν!-calculus is the nu-calculus extended with constants for writing to and
reading from names: assign : ν → ν → o and deref : ν → ν. We use the syntactic
sugar νx.M for (λx.M) new, M = N for (eq M) N , M := N for (assign M) N
and !M for deref M .

Table 1. Operational Semantics of λν!

V,E⇓V,E new,(n,S)⇓n+1,(n+1,S)

M,E⇓λx.M ′,E ′ N,E ′⇓V,E ′′ M ′[V/x],E ′′⇓U,E ′′′

M N,E⇓U,E ′′′

M,E⇓i,E ′ N,E ′⇓i,E ′′
M=N,E⇓tt,E ′′

M,E⇓i,E N,E ′⇓j,E ′′
M=N,E⇓ff,E ′′ i �= j

M,E⇓tt,E ′
If M,E⇓λxy.x,E ′

M,E⇓ff,E ′
If M,E⇓λxy.y,E ′

M,E⇓i,E ′ N,E ′⇓j,(k,S)
M :=N,E⇓tt,(k,S[i�→j])

M,E⇓i,(k,S)
!M,E⇓j,(k,S) S(i) = j

The operational semantics of λν! subsumes that of the nu-calculus. A pro-
gram is a closed term of λν! extended with a countable set of names, which are
distinguished variables i : ν for each 1 ≤ i < ω. We write k � M if no name in
M is greater than k. A program-in-environment M, E is a program M together
with a pair consisting of a natural number k such that k � M , and a store S (a
partial map from k to k). The “big step” evaluation rules for evaluating a pro-
gram and an environment to a value (a λ-abstraction, name or truth value) and
an environment are shown in Table 1. Note that unlike the nu-calculus, failure
to converge to a value is possible, i.e. if a reference is dereferenced before any
value has been assigned to it.

We adopt a standard definition of contextual equivalence: given terms M, N :
T (of a given language L), M ≈T N in L if for all closing contexts C[ ] : o of L,
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C[M ] ⇓ tt if and only if C[N ] ⇓ tt. (Where M ⇓ V if M, (0,⊥) ⇓ V, E for some
E .)

3 Games with Names

Our notion of game is based on the dialogue games of Hyland and Ong [8] (and
Nickau [18]), to which we add structure for manipulating a countable set of
names, in the form of an action of the automorphism group of the natural num-
bers. This generates an equivalence on strategies corresponding to invariance
under substitution of names2. We give brief (and slightly non-standard) defini-
tions of arenas and legal sequences and refer the reader to the literature ([8,15,
10,7] etcetera) for more detailed explanation.

An (underlying) arena A is a tuple (MA, M I
A, λA,�A) consisting of a set of

moves MA, a subset M I
A ⊆ MA of initial moves, a question/answer labelling

λA : MA → {Q, A}, and an enabling relation �A⊆ MA × (MA − M I
A) such

that no answer is enabled by an answer. We require that the enabling relation
partitions the set of moves according to the following rule: every initial move is
an Opponent move, and every move enabled by an Opponent move is a Player
move, and vice-versa.We describe an arena as A-rooted if all of its initial moves
are answers.

A justified sequence over the arena A is a sequence of moves of A together
with a pointer from each non-initial move to an enabling move. The set LA of
legal sequences of A consists of the finite justified sequences which are well-opened
(contain at most one initial move), alternating (Opponent moves are followed
by Player moves and vice-versa), well-bracketed (every answer is justified by the
last-asked open question) and satisfy the visibility condition (the Player and
Opponent views [8,15] of every subsequence are justified sequences).

Let G be the topological group of natural number automorphisms with the
product topology on N

N, for which a basis of neighborhoods of the identity is
{stabG(k) | k ⊆fin

N} [22]. By a continuous action of G upon a set A, we will
mean a G-action which is continuous with respect to the discrete topology on
A. So the stabiliser of any element a ∈ A is open in G and thus equal to the
stabiliser of a finite subset k ⊆ N, the support of a.

Definition 1. A ν-arena is an arena A and a continuous action of G on MA

such that λA(π(m)) = λA(m) and m � n iff π(m) � π(n).

The group action extends naturally to legal sequences.

Lemma 1. If A is a ν-arena, then there is a continuous action of G on LA

defined π(m1m2 . . . mn) = π(m1)π(m2) . . . π(mn).
2 A similar notion of equivalence is used in [5], also to preserve parametricity in games

with a countable set of labels. The key difference is that in the model of λν! names can
be passed between strategies, and so equivalence cannot be described componentwise
as in [5].
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We write ν(s) for the support of s, and use it to define associated functions
Pν , Oν which identify the sets of new names introduced by Player (or by com-
plementation, Opponent) in a legal sequence.

Definition 2. The functions Pν , Oν from legal sequences to Pfin(N) are defined:
Pν(ε) = ∅,
Pν(sa) = Pν(s) ∪ (ν(sa) − ν(s)) if a is Player move,
Pν(sa) = Pν(s) otherwise.
Oν(s) = ν(s) − Pν(s).

We write ∼ for the equivalence relation on legal sequences determined by the
orbits of the group action — i.e. s ∼ t if ∃π ∈ G.π(s) = t. A strategy on a ν-arena
is, in essence, the orbit of a deterministic strategy on the underlying arena.

Definition 3. Let A be a ν-arena. A ν-strategy σ : A is a non-empty and even-
prefix-closed set of even-length legal sequences of A subject to the following con-
ditions:

– If s ∈ σ and s ∼ t then t ∈ σ.
– If sa, tb ∈ σ and s ∼ t, then sa ∼ tb.

3.1 A Call-by-Value Category of Games

We will now construct a premonoidal category of games in which to model the
call-by-value λ-calculus aspect of λν!. We follow essentially the constructions of
Honda and Yoshida [7] or variants described by Laurent [13]. In each case the
group action on compound arenas is defined pointwise. The key novelty thus lies
in the definition of composition of strategies, since we must maintain distinctness
of fresh names.

Definition 4. Given ν-arenas A1, A2 we define a (Q-rooted) ν-arena A1 → A2:

– MA1→A2 = MA1 + MA2 ,
– λA1→A2(ini(m)) = Q, if i = 1 and m ∈ M I

A1
,

λA1→A2(ini(m)) = λAi(m), otherwise,
– M I

A1→A2
= in1(MA1),

– �A1→A2= [�A1 ,�A2 ] ∪ (in1(MI
A1

) × in2(MI
A2

))
– π(ini(m)) = ini(π(m)).

So the initial moves in A1 → A2 are the initial moves from A1 relabelled as
questions (to which the initial moves from A2 are the answers).

Composition of strategies σ : A → B and τ : B → C is, as usual, by allowing
interaction in B which is then hidden. However, further conditions are required
to ensure that the new names introduced by σ are disjoint from those introduced
by τ , and from those introduced by Opponent in C (and vice-versa).

Definition 5. The set of well-formed interaction sequences IA,B,C is the set of
legal sequences s ∈ L(A→B)→C which satisfy the follow conditions:

– Pν(s�A → B) ∩ Pν(s�B → C) = ∅,
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– (Pν(s�A → B) ∪ Pν(s�B → C)) ∩ Oν(s�A → C) = ∅.

Given σ : A → B, τ : B → C, σ|τ = {s ∈ IA,B,C | s�A → B ∈ σ ∧ s�B → C ∈ τ}
and σ; τ : A → C = {s ∈ LA→C | ∃t ∈ I(A→B)→C .s = t�A → C}.
To establish that we may define a category based on this notion of composition,
it is necessary prove that it yields a well-defined strategy (note that this would
not be the case without the fresh name restrictions on interaction sequences)
and is associative.

Lemma 2. The composition of ν-strategies is a well-defined ν-strategy.

Proof. We need to show that if s ∈ σ; τ and s ∼ t, then t ∈ σ; τ and if sa, tb ∈ σ; τ
and s ∼ t then sa ∼ tb. The first part is straightforward, since if s ∈ σ|τ and
π(s�A → C) = t, then π(s) ∈ σ|τ and π(s)�A → C = t.

To establish the second property, we prove by induction on sequence length
that if sa, tb ∈ σ|τ and s � A → C ∼ t � A → C, then sa ∼ tb and hence
sa�A → C ∼ tb�A → C. The proof uses the freshness assumptions on interaction
sequences to show that when σ introduces a new name in s�A → B then it is
genuinely new in s (and similarly for τ) and also that when Opponent introduces
a new name in s�A → C then it is new in s.

Lemma 3. Composition of ν-strategies is associative.

Proof. This follows the proof of associativity for ordinary strategies [10] — we
show that given ρ : A → B, σ : B → C, τ : C → D, if s ∈ ρ; (σ; τ) then there
exists t ∈ LA→B→C→D such that t�(A → B) → C ∈ ρ|σ, t�(B → C) → D ∈ σ|τ
and s = t�A, D and hence s ∈ (ρ; σ); τ . The complicating factor in the case of
ν-strategies is that there may be names introduced in the hidden components B
and C which violate the freshness assumptions for interaction sequences — we
use the saturation of strategies with respect to ∼ and the fact that every move
has finite support to show that we can always make choices of fresh names which
avoid this.

Since any copycat strategy never introduces new names, it is straightforward to
show that for each arena the standard notion of identity strategy is well-defined
and has the required properties.

Proposition 1. The A-rooted ν-arenas form a category νG in which morphisms
from A to B are ν-strategies on A → B.

We now define premonoidal structure on νG which is essentially the same as that
described in [7], but with restrictions on the sharing of names.

Definition 6. From A-rooted arenas A1, A2, form an A-rooted arena A1 � A2:

– MA1�A2 = (MA1 × M I
A2

) ∪ (M I
A1

× MA2)
– λA1�A2(〈m1, m2〉) = λA2(m2), if m1 ∈ M I

A1
,

λA1�A2(〈m1, m2〉) = λA1(m1), otherwise,
– M I

A1�A2
= M I

A1
× M I

A2
,
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– �A1�A2= (�A1 ⊗Id) ∪ (Id⊗ �A2).
– π(〈m, n〉) = 〈π(m), π(n)〉,

The unit I for � is the A-rooted arena with a single (initial) move.

Given a legal sequence t ∈ LA1�A2 , we obtain a legal sequence t �Ai ∈ LAi

by taking the ith projection from each move, and then erasing all initial moves
except the first from the result.
Proposition 2. (νG, I,�) is a symmetric premonoidal category.

Proof. For each object A, we define endofunctors A � and � A : νG → νG:
given σ : B → C, let A � σ : A � B → A � C =

{s ∈ LA�B→A�C | s�B → C ∈ σ ∧ s�A → A ∈ idA ∧ Pν(s�B → C) = Pν(s)}.

We now identify, via conditions on strategies, a subcategory of νG for which the
premonoidal product is cartesian. The first condition is totality, as used in [7].
Definition 7. A morphism f : A → B is total if g; f = ⊥ implies g = ⊥ (where
⊥ is the empty strategy). So σ : A → B is total if it responds to the initial
question in A with the initial answer in B. A sequence in which this occurs is
said to be total.

Our further condition on total strategies is essentially thread independence[4] up
to ∼, plus conditions on the introduction and sharing of names across threads.
Definition 8. The thread of a total sequence qasb ∈ LA→B is a legal sequence
of A → B defined as follows:
thread(qasb) = qab if b is justified by a,
thread(qasb) = thread(qas)b otherwise.

Definition 9. A total sequence qas ∈ LA→B is thread-independent with respect
to names if:

– Player does not introduce any new names with the move a — i.e Pν(qa) = ∅.
– Whenever Player introduces a name which is fresh in its thread, it is fresh in

qas — i.e. if qatb �even qas then (ν(thread(qatb))−ν(thread(qat)))∩ν(qat) =
∅.

A total strategy σ is thread-independent if each sequence in σ is thread-
independent with respect to names and whenever s, ta ∈ σ and thread(sb) ∼
thread(t) then there exists sbc ∈ σ such that thread(sbc) ∼ thread(ta).

Lemma 4. The thread-independent strategies form a subcategory νGt of νG
upon which � is a cartesian product.

Proof. Compositionality of thread-independent strategies is straightforward. We
also observe that � is a symmetric monoidal product on the total strategies,
as in [7] (and I is a terminal object in this category). Further, we have copycat
strategies yielding natural maps πi : A1 � A2 → Ai and δ : A → A � A such
that δ; πi = idA, δA1�A2 ; π1 � π2 = idA1�A2 and if f : A → B is total and
thread-independent then δA; (f � f) = f ; δB .
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Thus we have a Freyd category [21]; a cartesian category νGt, a symmetric pre-
monoidal category νG, and an identity-on-objects strict symmetric premonoidal
functor (inclusion) from νGt to νG. Moreover, this is a closed Freyd category.

Proposition 3. Inc( ) � A : νGt :→ νG has a right adjoint A ⇀ : νG → νGt.

Proof. Given a Q-rooted arena B, let ↑ B be the A-rooted arena obtained by
adding to B a single initial answer (invariant under G action) which enables all
of the initial moves of B. We define A ⇀ B =↑ (A → B).
We have a one-to-one correspondence φ between legal sequences on A � B → C
(which have the form 〈m, n〉·s) and total sequences on A → (B ⇀ C) (which have
the form man · s). This gives rise to the required natural isomorphism between
νG(A�B, C) and νGt(A, B ⇀ C): given σ : A�B → C, let Λ(σ) : A → B ⇀ C
be the least set of legal sequences such that ε, qa ∈ Λ(σ), and if s ∈ Λ(σ), sab is
thread-independent with respect to names and φ(thread(sab)) ∈ σ then sab ∈ σ.

4 Semantics of λν!

In [23], Stark describes a notion of categorical model for the nu-calculus. It is
based on monadic models of the computational λ-calculus, but transfers readily
to the more direct description used here. (Note that νG is equivalent to the
Kleisli category of the strong monad TA = I ⇀ A on νGt.) The categorical
properties required in [23] to interpret the nu-calculus may be summarised as
follows:

– To interpret the call-by-value λ-calculus, a sound model of Moggi’s compu-
tational metalanguage.

– To interpret the type o of booleans, a disjoint coproduct of the terminal
object (of νGt) with itself — νG in fact has all small coproducts, obtained
by taking the disjoint sum of arenas [13], thus I + I is the arena with two
distinct initial answer moves, invariant under G-action.

– To interpret the type ν of names, a distinguished decidable object N — in
νG this is the ν-arena with a set of initial answer-moves indexed over N,
which are acted on according to their indices: MN = M I

N = {mi | i ∈ N},
λ(mi) = A and π(mi) = mπ(i) for each i. The map eq : N � N → I + I
which completes the pullback square tN ; inl : N → I + I = δ; eq and with
which we interpret the equality test is the strategy {〈mi, mi〉 · tt | i ∈ N} ∪
{〈mi, mj〉 · ff | i, j ∈ N ∧ i �= j}.

– To interpret the new-name declaration new : o, a distinguished map new :
I → N . This is the total strategy which responds to the initial question with
any move in N — i.e. new = {qmi | i ∈ N}. It is straightforward to verify
that new satisfies further equations given in [23] stipulating that new names
are distinct from all others, the order in which they are generated is not
relevant, and that unused names may be ignored.

Proposition 4. νG is a categorical model of the nu-calculus in the sense of [23].
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As examples we consider two contextual equivalences of the nu-calculus de-
scribed by Pitts and Stark [22]. The first is νx.λy.x = y ≈ν→o λy.ff. The
term νx.λy.x = y : ν → o is interpreted by composing new : I → N with
[[x : ν � λy.x = y]] : N → (N ⇀ I + I) = Λ(eq) = {miamitt | i ∈
N} ∪ {miamjff | i, j ∈ N ∧ i �= j}. By the freshness assumption for compo-
sition the name supplied by new must be distinct from the name supplied by
Opponent in (N ⇀ I + I) and so [[νx.λy.x = y]] = {qamiff | i ∈ N} = [[λy.ff]].
(However, these terms do not have the same denotation in the functor category
model [22].)

As a second example, we consider the terms λf : ν → o.tt and νx.νy.λf :
ν → o.(f x = f y), which are contextually equivalent in the nu-calculus, but are
not denotationally equivalent in our model. In the former, Player supplies the
value tt without querying the agument, in the latter, Player queries the argument
twice, supplying it with distinct names on each occasion (see Figure 1). They
can be distinguished in λν!, for example by the context νz.z := z; ([·] (λn.z :=
n)); !z = z which returns tt in the first case and ff in the second.

I → (N ⇀ I + I) ⇀ I + I

O

P

O

Pi

Ott

Pj

Off

Pff

Fig. 1. A typical play in [[νx.νy.λf.(f x = f y)]].

4.1 Semantics of the Store

Our first attempt to give a games model of λν! illustrates Stark’s observation
[22] that having given a correct interpretation of local names, it is quite straight-
forward to use them to store values. We extend our semantics of the nu-calculus
to λν! by simply adding an object S — an arena representing the store — to
the contexts in which terms are interpreted. That is, we interpret Γ � M : T as
a morphism from [[Γ ]] � S to [[T ]]. For general reasons this is still a sound model
of the nu-calculus.

Definition 10. For any object S, the co-Kleisli category νGs of the co-monad
� S (with triple ( � S, πl, assoc; δ)) is a closed Freyd category and a model of

the nu-calculus.
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To interpret assignment and dereferencing we adapt the approach used in pre-
vious games models of state [2,4]; we fix the store object S to be the product
of its “write” and “read” methods: S = (N � N ⇀ I) � (N ⇀ N)3. We define
assignment and dereferencing simply in terms of projections from this product:
[[assign]] : S → N ⇀ (N ⇀ I + I) = π1; ΛN (ΛN (assoc; AppN�N⇀I ; inl)) and
[[deref]] : S → N ⇀ N = π2. We shall label the non-initial moves in the “write”
component N � N ⇀ I as {write(i, j) | i, j ∈ N} (Player moves) and ok (Oppo-
nent moves), and the non-initial moves in the “read” component (N ⇀ N) as
{read(i) | i ∈ N} (Player moves) and {return(j) | j ∈ N} (Opponent moves).

To determine the behaviour of a program under evaluation we compose it
with a total strategy store : I → S, which responds to write(i, j) with ok and to
read(i) with return(j), where j is the last value to have been written to i, if any.

Given a store S, we define the λν!-term ass(i,S) : o to be i := j if S(i) = j
and tt if S(i) ↑. For a program-in-environment M, (k,S), we define [[M, (k,S)]] :
I → [[T ]] = (newk � store); [[ass(1,S); . . . ; ass(k,S); M ]].

Lemma 5. The following equations hold:

– [[V (i := j), (k,S)]] = [[V tt, (k,S[i �→ j]]],
– [[V !i, (k,S)]] = [[V j, (k,S)]] (S(i) = j).

Proof. This is by analysis of the interaction between programs and the store
strategy.

Proposition 5. M, (k,S) ⇓ V, (k′,S ′) if and only if for any program λx.N such
that k � λx.N , [[(λx.N M), (k,S)]] = [[N [V/x], (k′,S ′)]].

Proof. Soundness is established by induction on evaluation, using the equations
established in Lemma 5 and the properties of νG as a model of the nu-calculus.
Adequacy is proved using a standard reducibility predicate argument.

Corollary 1. For any closed M : o, M ⇓ tt if and only if store; [[M ]] = [[tt]].

4.2 Garbage Collection

An immediately apparent feature of our model of λν! is that interaction with the
store always remains a visible part of each strategy, even when it takes place in
a cell which has a private name which is never revealed to the environment. This
leads to some particularly egregious failures of full abstraction; the denotations
of νx.x := x and tt are distinct, for example. For the same reason our model also
lacks the finite definability property. That is, not all of the compact strategies
on type-objects are denotations.

We shall solve these problems by refining our semantics via a notion of garbage
collection — hiding parts of the store which are never globally accessible. We
define the latter property by stipulating that a name is globally accessible if
has been revealed outside the store, or in a location which is already globally
accessible.
3 S corresponds to a N-indexed collection of copies of a “cell” object C = (I ⇀

N) � (N ⇀ I) [2], to which names act as pointers.
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Definition 11. The set of global names of the sequence s ∈ LA�S→B is defined:
glob(ε) = ∅,
glob(sa) = glob(s) ∪ ν(a), if a is a move in A or B,
glob(swrite(i, j)) = glob(s) ∪ {j}, if i ∈ glob(s),
glob(sa) = glob(s), otherwise.

We impose an associated condition on legal sequences, requiring that Opponent
can only use names which are either new or already globally accessible.

Definition 12. A sequence s ∈ LA�S→B satisfies the locality requirement if
for every ta �odd s, ν(a) ⊆ (ν(ta) − ν(t)) ∪ glob(t).

The garbage collection of a strategy σ : A � S → B is obtained by hiding
interaction with the store strategy in those cells in S which are local in σ (a cell
is local if its name never becomes globally accesible).

Definition 13. Given a strategy σ and sa � t ∈ σ, we say that a is local in σ if
it has the form write(i, j) or read(i), or is enabled by such a move, and there is
no t′ ∈ σ (satisfying the locality requirement) such that sa � t′ and i ∈ glob(t′).

For each s ∈ σ, let s\loc(σ) be the result of erasing all of the occurrences of
moves from s which are local in σ, and let s�loc(σ) be the result of erasing all of
the moves in s which are not local in σ. We define the garbage collection of σ:

γ(σ) = {t ∈ LA�S→B | ∃s ∈ σ.qa · (s�loc(σ)) ∈ store ∧ s\loc(σ) = t}

Lemma 6. If σ : A�S → B then γ(σ) is a well defined strategy on A�S → B.

Proof. We show by induction on sequence length that if sa, tb ∈ γ(σ), and s ∼ t,
then there exists s′a, t′b ∈ σ such that s′ ∼ t′ and s = s′\loc(σ) and t = t′\loc(σ)
and hence sa ∼ tb.

Lemma 7. For strategies σ : A → B, τ : B → C, γ(σ; τ) = γ(γ(σ); γ(τ)).

Proof. We consider interaction sequences s in σ†|τ ⊆ IA�S,B�S,C (where σ† :
A � S → B � S = assoc; (A � δ); (σ � S)). Note that the freshness assumptions
on interaction sequences imply that if Opponent obeys the locality condition in
s�A � S → B and s�B � S → C then Opponent obeys the locality condition
in s�A � S → C. We show that if we erase moves (in both copies of the store)
which are local with respect to the whole interaction sequence (hence obtaining
an interaction sequence in γ(σ)†|γ(τ)), and then restrict to A � S → C and
garbage collect, then this is equivalent to restricting s to A�S → C and garbage
collecting.

A strategy σ is said to be garbage-collected if γ(σ) = σ — i.e σ has no local
names. We define a category γνG of garbage-collected strategies, in which the
composition of σ and τ is defined to be γ(σ; τ). Lemma 7 is used to establish
that this is associative, and that γ acts as an (identity on objects) functor from
νG to γνG. From the soundness result for the original model (Proposition 5) we
obtain the following.
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Proposition 6. M ⇓ tt if and only if [[M ]]γνG = γ([[M ]]νG) = [[tt]].

If T is a ν-free type, then every strategy σ : S → [[T ]] has no globally acces-
sible names, and therefore γ(σ) contains no interaction with the store. So for
these types, our model is equivalent to (the boolean fragment of) Abramsky and
McCusker’s model of RML.

5 Definability and Full Abstraction

To prove definability of compact strategies in the garbage-collected model, we
combine two standard proof techniques; factorization of strategies into the com-
position of a finitary innocent strategy with a series of copies of the new strategy
and the store, and a proof by decomposition that the innocent strategies are de-
finable in λν! − {new}. Note first that if σ : S → [[T ]] is compact with respect to
the inclusion order then both the the length of sequences in σ, and the number
of names introduced in each sequence is bounded. Recall that a strategy σ is
deterministic if sa, sb ∈ σ implies a = b. Note that a ν-strategy is deterministic
if and only if it never introduces any new names — i.e. for all s ∈ σ, Pν(s) = ∅.

Lemma 8. Given any compact strategy σ : A → B, there exists a deterministic
strategy σ̂ : Nk � A → B such that ((new)k � idA); σ̂ = σ.

Proof. Opponent’s first move in A � Nk → B supplies names n1, . . . , nk. σ̂ then
plays as σ except that where σ uses a Player-introduced name, σ̂ copies one of
the n1, . . . , nk.

We now use a further factorization to reduce the deterministic strategies to
finitary innocent strategies composed with multiple copies of a strategy cell :
I → (N ⇀ I + I) � (I + I ⇀ N). (A strategy is innocent if its behaviour is
always determined by the Player view [8,15], an innocent strategy is finitary if
its set of views is finite.) The cell strategy corresponds to (a lifting of) the cell
strategy defined in [2], in the “read component” N ⇀ I + I it returns the last
value (if any) written to the “write” component N ⇀ I + I.

Lemma 9. Let σ : A → B be a deterministic compact strategy. Then there
exists n ∈ N, and a finitary innocent strategy σ̃ : ((N ⇀ I + I) � (I + I ⇀
N))m+1 � Nn � A → B such that σ = cellm+1 � newk � idA; σ̃.

Proof. The proof follows the factorization of a “knowing” strategy into the com-
position of an innocent strategy and a cell described by Abramsky and McCusker
[2]. σ̃ uses one copy of (N ⇀ I +I)�(I +I ⇀ N) as a reference cell to record the
history of play in A and B, via natural number encoding (we use the additional
names supplied by Opponent to represent the numbers 1, . . . , n). We require the
additional reference cells to store the new names introduced by Opponent in the
course of play, as these cannot be encoded.

Finally, we prove definability of the finitary innocent strategies.
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Lemma 10. Given a finitary innocent strategy σ : S → [[T ]], there exists a term
Mσ : T of λν! − {new} such that [[Mσ]] = σ.

Proof. We prove this using a decomposition of innocent strategies which closely
follows Honda and Yoshida’s proof of finite definability for their model of call-
by-value PCF [7]. The only difference is at the level of first-order functions on
names, which can compare and copy their inputs, but may not perform any other
arithmetic operations on them.

Proposition 7. Every compact strategy on a λν!-type object is definable as a
term of λν!.

Proof. Given a strategy σ : S → [[T ]], we apply Lemmas 8 and 9 to obtain an
innocent strategy σ′ : ((N ⇀ I + I)� (I + I ⇀ N))m+1 �Nk+n �S → [[T ]] such
that σ = cellm+1 �newk+n �idS ; σ′. By Lemma 10, σ′ is definable as a term y1 :
ν → o, z1 : o → ν, . . . , ym+1 : ν → o, zm+1 : o → ν, x1 : ν, . . . , xn+k : ν � Mσ′ : T .
Thus we define Mσ =

νx1 . . . xn+k.νw1 . . . wm+1.(((λy1 . . . ym+1.λz1. . .zm+1.Mσ′) λu.w :=u) λv.!w)

By a standard argument [8,5], we may now show that observational equivalence
in λν! corresponds to the intrinsic equivalence � on the model, where f : A →
B � g : A → B if for all h : (A ⇀ B) → I, Λ(f); h = ⊥ if and only if Λ(g); h = ⊥.

Corollary 2. For all λν!-terms M, N : T , M ≈ N if and only if [[M ]] � [[N ]].

We thus have a full abstraction result for the quotient of the games model under
its intrinsic preorder. Note that if [[M ]] and [[N ]] have no globally accessible
variables — for example, if M and N are terms of the nu-calculus, or terms over
name-free types — then [[M ]] � [[N ]] (and thus M ≈ N) if and only if they have
equal sets of complete plays. (A play is complete [2] if the initial question has
been answered.) Moreover (unlike the fully abstract model of PCF) observational
equivalence of compact strategies is decidable.

Proposition 8. The fully abstract model of λν! is effectively presentable.

Proof. (Sketch) We first show that we can give an effective presentation of the
unquotiented model, by giving a finitary representation of compact strategies by
restriction to the the legal sequences in which names are introduced in numerical
order, starting with zero.

We show that the intrinsic preorder and equivalence on these strategies are
decidable by bounding the size of the strategy required to distinguish between
given compact strategies. As we have already observed, there are upper bounds
#(σ) on the length of sequences in σ and n(σ) = {|ν(s)| | s ∈ σ} on the number
of distinct names ocurring in these sequences.

So suppose σ ��[[T ]] τ — i.e. there exists ρ : [[T ]]�S → I such that σ; ρ �= τ ; ρ.
We show that there exists ρ′ : [[T ]] � S → I + I such that σ; ρ′ �= τ ; ρ′ and the
maximum sequence length in ρ′ is max{#(σ), #(τ)}.(2n(σ) + 2n(τ) + 1). We
obtain ρ′ by eliminating from ρ:
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– sequences which do not arise from interaction with σ or τ ,
– moves in cells with names which never become globally accessible to σ or τ ,
– multiple assignments to, or dereferences of the same cell without intervening

play in [[T ]].

Thus for any play in ρ′, the part which is in [[T ]] → I is no longer than the
maximal play in σ ∪ τ , whilst the part in the store is at most one dereference of,
and assignment to, each name occurring in σ or τ between each pair of moves
in [[T ]].

6 Conclusions and Further Directions

Several natural questions about our models of local names remain to be an-
swered. For example, which strategies are the denotations of terms of the pure
nu-calculus? To characterize them we would need a way of recording the scope
of each newly introduced name. It seems unlikely, however, that such a full com-
pleteness result would yield an effective characterization of contextual equiva-
lence in the nu-calculus.

There is a more realistic possibility of extending the characterization of ob-
servational equivalence in λν!, based on our games model. It should, for example,
be possible to describe the intrinsic equivalence directly, by characterizing equiv-
alent patterns of behaviour in the store. Recent research [6,19] has succeeded in
associating games models of fragments of Idealized Algol with various classes of
formal languages, leading to decidability results for observational equivalence.
Analogous results may be possible for languages such as λν!. However, to char-
acterize a finite-state fragment (for example) it would be necessary to restrict
the ability to generate unbounded sets of new names. In general, observational
equivalence in λν! is not decidable, because for types generated from {o,→} it
coincides with that of finitary RML, for which undecidability of observational
equivalence has been shown by Murawski [17].

As we have noted in the introduction, there are many areas in which local
names play a key rôle, and which might therefore be studied semantically using
the approach developed here. Most obviously, the games models of higher-order
references [4], exceptions [11] and channels [12] could be refined to eliminate bad
variables. (A complicating factor in the case of references, for example, is that
names are typed.) This might shed light on the categorical structures required
to model good variables. We also hope to use the insights into name-passing
obtained here to study areas such as mobile and global computation, where
it is fundamental. The obvious analogies between names and secrets such as
cryptographic keys are suggestive of possible applications in the field of secrecy
and security.
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